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BARYCENTERS OF MEASURES

ON CERTAIN NONCOMPACT CONVEX SETS

BY

RICHARD D. BOURGIN

Abstract. Each norm closed and bounded convex subset K of a separable dual

Banach space is, according to a theorem of Bessaga and Pelczynski, the norm closed

convex hull of its extreme points. It is natural to expect that this theorem may be

reformulated as an integral representation theorem, and in this connection we have

examined the extent to which the Choquet theory applies to such sets. Two integral

representation theorems are proved and an example is included which shows that a

sharp result obtains for certain noncompact sets. In addition, the set of extreme

points of K is shown to be ^-measurable for each finite regular Borel measure p,

hence eliminating certain possible measure-theoretic difficulties in proving a general

integral representation theorem. The last section is devoted to the study of a class of

extreme points (called pinnacle points) which share important geometric properties

with extreme points of compact convex sets in locally convex spaces. A uniqueness

result is included for certain Simplexes all of whose extreme points are pinnacle points.

Introduction. In 1966 Bessaga and Pelczynski [1] proved that each norm closed

and bounded convex subset of a separable dual Banach space is the norm closed

convex hull of its extreme points, thus providing a "Krein-Milman" type theorem

for a certain collection of noncompact sets. (A more elementary proof of this

result has been given in [11].) For compact convex sets (in locally convex spaces)

the Krein-Milman theorem can easily be reformulated as an integral representation

theorem, using measures which are supported by the closure of the set of extreme

points (see for example [13, p. 6]). This formulation has a large number of applica-

tions to analysis, probability, etcetera. A much more precise kind of representation

theorem is provided by Choquet theory, where the measures (at least in the metriz-

able case) are supported by the set of extreme points, not just the closure. (See [5]

and [2]. For a comprehensive and readable account see [13].) The Bessaga-

Pelczynski theorem would probably find greater applicability if it too could be

reformulated as an integral representation theorem. As a step towards solving this

problem we investigate to what extent the Choquet theory applies to the sets

described in the Bessaga-Pelczynski theorem. We take this opportunity to thank

Professor R. R. Phelps for directing the author's thesis from which this paper is
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drawn. In addition we wish to thank Professors R. Blumenthal, H. H. Corson, and

V. L. Klee for several fruitful conversations.

In §1 we study analogues in the noncompact case of one of the basic tools of

Choquet theory—that of a measure representing a point. §2 contains two integral

representation theorems for sets including those described in the Bessaga-

Pelczynski theorem, with measures supported by certain boundaries of the sets.

Also included in this section is a result which states that the set of extreme points

of such sets is nearly a Borel set (in a sense which is made precise). The third section

is oriented towards describing certain types of closed and bounded convex sets in

certain Banach spaces (including separable dual Banach spaces) which share some

important geometric properties with compact convex sets in locally convex spaces.

As an application of some of the notions described in §3, a uniqueness result is

proved for Simplexes having such properties.

Notation. Henceforth all topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. For

any normal topological space D, denote by Cb(D) the Banach space of continuous

real-valued bounded functions on D with the supremum norm. The Banach space

[Cb(D)]* may be identified with the space of regular bounded finitely additive

measures on the algebra 2 of sets generated by the closed subsets of D. (See for

example [7, Theorem 2, p. 262].) Hence the set SP(D) of all such measures which

are nonnegative and integrate the identically 1 function to 1 forms a convex set

which is weak* compact. (Note that p. e 3f(D) implies that \p\ = 1 =p(D).) For any

convex subset C of a linear space, ex C denotes the set of extreme points of C. If C

is a subset of a normed linear space, n(C) denotes the norm closure of C.

1. The Bessaga-Pelczynski theorem may be easily reformulated as an integral

representation theorem if finitely additive measures are allowed. One such result

is the following. (Similar results occur in [3] and [9].)

Proposition 1.1. The Bessaga-Pelczynski theorem is equivalent to the following

statement :

Let K be a norm closed and bounded convex set in a separable dual Banach space

B*. Then for each x in K there is a p in 3P(K) such that p-(f)=f(x)for each fin B**

and p(n(ex K)) = 1.

Because finitely additive measures have such limited use in analysis, a much more

significant theorem would result if finitely additive measures could be replaced by

countably additive probability measures (and if n(ex A') could be replaced by

ex K) in Proposition 1.1. As a first step towards improving on Proposition 1.1 the

notion of a measure representing a point is discussed in the more general context of

noncompact sets.

For a compact convex subset G of a locally convex topological vector space (les)

Fthe following result [13, Proposition 1.1, p. 4] is well known: If p is a (countably

additive) probability measure on G there is a (necessarily unique) point x in G for
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which p-(f)=f(x) for each/in V*. (The point x is called the resultant or barycenter

of p..) This theorem provides one of the basic tools of Choquet theory, and in

extending Choquet theory to deal with noncompact sets it soon becomes evident

that corresponding statements are needed. A closed and bounded convex subset K

of a separable dual Banach space B* has three natural topologies: the weak*, weak,

and norm topologies. Each of these topologies on B* determines a set of continuous

linear functionals, and it is natural, in defining what is meant when we say that a

(countably additive) probability measure p. on K has barycenter x, to distinguish

between these cases. There is yet another collection of functions to consider when

defining barycenters: the affine continuous functions on K. (Here again we must

distinguish between the affine functions on K which are continuous in the weak*,

the weak, and the norm topologies on B* restricted to K.) Definition 1.3 takes into

account these various possibilities.

Definition 1.2. Let C be a convex subset of a les E. Denote by A(C) the linear

space of affine continuous functions on C.

Definition 1.3. Let C be a closed and bounded convex subset of a les E. For p.

in 3P(C) and x in E say that p weakly [affinely] represents x and write p~x [pxx]

if p(f) =f(x) for each/in E* [fe A(C)]. If £ is a dual Banach space (that is E=F*

for some Banach space F) say p weak* represents x and write p, ~ * x if p(f) =f(x)

for each/in F. (Note that F has been identified with a subspace of F** = E*. We

shall henceforth make this identification whenever it is convenient.)

Definition 1.4. If £ is a dual Banach space and C<=£ denote by w*(C) the

weak* closure of C.

The next proposition is used often in what follows. It has been proved in more

generality in [3]. A (different) proof is included here for the sake of completeness.

(Note that the natural language, when dealing with bounded continuous functions

on noncompact sets, is that of finitely additive measures. Because of this we some-

times work with finitely additive measures as well as countably additive ones.)

Proposition 1.5. Let C be a closed and bounded convex subset of a dual Banach

space E*. For each p. in 3P(C) there is a (necessarily unique) point x in vv*(C) for

which p, ~* x. If p~x, then xeC.

Proof. The set 7= w*(C) is weak* compact and convex and zx defines a continuous

linear functional px on C(7) by the rule: For g e C(J) let rli(g) = Kg\c)- Evidently

p.x is a countably additive probability measure on J and hence there is a point x in

7 such that px(f) =f(x) for each/in E. Thus p.(f) =f(x) for/in E and hence p ~ * x.

If fi~x and x ^ C there is an/e E** for which sup/(C) </(x). For this/we have

f (x) = p.( f) S sup f(C)<f(x), a contradiction.

If D is a normal topological space and p. e [Cb(D)]* is a countably additive

measure on the algebra S, the Hahn extension theorem (see, for example [7, p. 136])

guarantees that /x has a unique extension to a countably additive measure on the

Borel subsets of D. We shall henceforth identify such a measure with its extension.
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Definition 1.6. If F) is a normal topological space we denote by ¿PC(D) the set

of countably additive measures in äP(D).

A stronger version of Proposition 1.5 is available when peSPAfiA). A similar

result has been proved in [9] although the proof differs significantly from the one

appearing here.

Proposition 1.7. Let C be a closed and bounded separable convex subset of a

Fréchet space E. If p.e ^C(C) there is an x in C for which p~x.

Proof. A result originally due to Ulam [12] states that a finite Borel measure v

on a complete separable metric space Y is regular with respect to compact subsets,

i.e., if F is a Borel subset of Y, then for each e>0 there is a compact set M<=P

for which \v\(P\M)<e. (Here |f| is the total variation of v.) Applying this result to

the measure p in éPc(C), choose a finite or countably infinite sequence {Vn} of

pairwise disjoint compact subsets of C of positive measure, with 2, p(Vn)=l. Let

V'n be the closed convex hull of Vn. Then V'n is compact and convex. Denote by pn

the probability measure on V'n defined by pn(P) = [ií(r/A]~1p(Vn n P) for each

Borel set P of VL Then for each n there is a point xn in V'n such that jtt„~xn. More-

over, the sequence {2i5nSic p(VApAk^i converges in norm to p.. It is also evident

that the sequence Giánáfc MFn)xn}fcêy is Cauchy and hence converges to the point

x = Ip(Vn)xn. Thus for /in E* we have p(f) = 2 K Vn)pn(f) = 2 p( VAf(xn) =fi(x)

so that p~x e C.

Remark 1.8. The only place we used the separability of C in the above proof

was in satisfying the hypotheses of Ulam's result. A theorem of Marczewski and

Sikorski [10] states that whenever the density character of a metric space F is a

nonmeasurable cardinal, each o-ñnite Borel measure on Y is supported by a separ-

able subset. Using this result, the proof of Proposition 1.7 may be easily modified

to prove a similar result for closed and bounded convex subsets of a Fréchet space

whose density character is a nonmeasurable cardinal.

For G a compact convex subset of a les V it is known (see for example [13,

Lemma 9.7, p. 68]) that if p, e SPC(G) represents x and if A is an affine upper (lower)

semicontinuous function on G then p(h) = h(x). We will prove the corresponding

result for a collection of noncompact sets in Proposition 1.11. (This proposition

will later be applied to prove a uniqueness result about certain noncompact Sim-

plexes. See Proposition 3.11.) We need two lemmas.

Lemma 1.9. Let A be an affine upper semicontinuous function on a closed convex

subset C of a les E. Then

h(x) = inf {f(x) + a \f+a ^ h,fe E*, aeR}

for each xeC.

Proof. The proof is a standard application of the separation theorem in Ex R

and is omitted.
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Lemma 1.10. Let h be an affine upper semicontinuous function on a closed and

bounded separable convex subset Cofa Fréchet space E. If pe 3PC(C) then

p.(h) = inf {p.(g) | g e Cb(C), g ä h, and g is concavé}.

Proof. From Lemma 1.9 it follows that

h(x) = inf {g(x) | g e Cb(C), g ^ «, and g concave}

for each x in C. Exactly as in the proof of the first part of Proposition 1.7 observe

that p. is regular with respect to compact subsets. The remainder of the proof

follows that in Lemma 9.2 of [13, p. 62] using these observations.

Proposition 1.11. Let C be a closed and bounded separable convex subset of a

Fréchet space E. Suppose that « is a bounded upper (lower) semicontinuous affine

function on C and that p. e ¿?C(C) weakly represents x. Then p(h) = h(x).

Proof. If« is lower semicontinuous replace it by —h, so assume that « is upper

semicontinuous. Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 1.7 there is a finite or

countably infinite sequence {//.„} of measures in 3PC(C) for which

limfc ll/x- JiSnS/c OnPnW =0, each fin has compact support, say Vn, and the an's are

strictly positive real numbers such that 2 °n = 1 • The closed convex hull V* of Vn

is compact and convex and pn e 3?C(V/A so that there is a point x„ 6 Vñ for which

itn~xn. Moreover «|v¡i is an upper semicontinuous affine function so that pn(h)

= h(xn). Because h is bounded it follows that p(h) = 2 anp.n(h) = 2 ctnh(xn). If the

sequence {pn} is finite we conclude that p(h) = «(2 anxn). It is evident in this case

that 2 anxn = x and p(h) = h(x) as was to be shown. Thus we shall henceforth deal

only with the case of an infinite sequence {pn}. Since {(2iánSfc a^'1 2iSngk anxn}kiX

is a Cauchy sequence in C converging to x, it follows that

p(h) = J anh(xn) ̂  h(x).

In order to prove the reverse inequality, it suffices to show that for each e > 0 we

have p(h) + e>h(x). Now given e>0 choose g in C„(C) such that g is concave,

g}zh and p(g)^p(h) + e/2. (This can be done by Lemma 1.10.) Since V^ is a com-

pact convex metric subset of E, ^c(Vñ) is weak* metrizable and hence pn is the

weak* limit of a sequence {/xnji}iS1 of discrete probability measures on V'n such that

lJ-n,i~xn for each / [6]. Define, for each positive integer k, the measure vk e 3PC(C)

by "k = Œnëze+i an)~1 2näk+i ön^n- By Proposition 1.6 there is a point yk e C such

that vk~y. Define a discrete measure Xke3Pe(C) by Afc = 2is„sfc anpn¡k

+ (2näfc+i in)eyk- Evidently Ak~x for each k and the weak* limit of {Afc}fcS1 is p.

It is possible, therefore, to find a discrete probability measure A in ¿PC(C) such that

A~x and \i¿(g)-X(g)\ <e/2. Writing A explicitly as

A =   2  biS*i    ib' = °'   2  bi = \,zieC,   2  hzx = x\
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the above inequality becomes \p(g) — 1iSiSi btg(zù\ <e/2. Since g(z)^h(zA for

i=l, ..., / we therefore conclude that

K*)+«/2 ̂ pig)

>   2   big(z)-e/2
1S.SI

=   2   bfi(z)-e/2

= h(x)-e/2

so that p(h) + e>h(x) and the proof is complete.

2. In order to obtain a Choquet-type result (with measures supported by ex A')

for a set K as in the Bessaga-Pelczynski theorem it would be helpful (and of in-

trinsic interest) to know whether ex AT is a Gó set or, more generally, a Borel set.

While these questions remain open, it is true that ex K is always /¿-measurable (in

the sense of Carathéodory) for each p in ^C(K). Recall that a metrizable subset of

a topological space is said to be analytic if it is the continuous image of a complete

separable metric space (cf. [4, p. 197]).

Proposition 2.1. Let C be an analytic convex subset of a metric linear space.

Then ex C (which might be empty) is a p-measurable set (in the sense of Carathéodory)

for each p e SPC(C).

Proof. It is clear that the space F=(0, l)x CxC is analytic since C is, and that

the diagonal D = {(t, x, x) \ t e (0, 1) and x e C} is closed in F. Since C is a separable

metric space, it is homeomorphic to a subset (which is necessarily analytic) of a

compact metric space M. Using the fact that each analytic subset of M is p.-

measurable with respect to each finite Borel measure on Af [4, p. 210], it follows

that each analytic subset of C is /¿-measurable for each p in ¿?C(C). The set F\D,

being an open subset of an analytic set, is itself analytic, and hence <p(F\D) is

analytic where ih: F\D -> Cis the continuous map defined by >fi(t,x,y) = tx + (l —t)y.

But >/t(F\D) = C\ex C so that C\ex C, and hence ex C, is /¿-measurable for each /¿

in 0>C(C).

For any point x of K (K as in the Bessaga-Pelczynski theorem) it is obvious that

ex~x and hence there is a measure in é?c(K) supported by the trivial boundary—

K itself—which weakly represents x. More generally we shall call a subset D of K

a boundary if, for each x in K, there is a measure /¿ e 3PAK) such that /¿~x and

p(D)=l. The major question of whether or not ex A" is a boundary of K remains

unanswered except in certain very special cases. (See Example 2.3. Note also that

when K is weak* compact, ex AT is a boundary by the Choquet theorem, using

Proposition 1.7 and the elementary fact—see the proof of Proposition 2.2—that

the weak* and norm Borel subsets of A'coincide.) However, as is shown in Proposi-

tion 2.2, the following subset b(K) of A' is a boundary. Let Ty = w*(K)\K and
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T2 = w*(Tx U ex w*(K)). Then b(K) = T2 n K. Observe that b(K) = w*(ex 7C) when

AT is weak* compact and, for certain noncompact sets K, we have b(K) = ex K

(Example 2.3). Consequently Proposition 2.2 does provide a Choquet theorem in

some nontrivial cases. (On the other hand, for K={x = (xt) e lx | x;äO for each/

||jc|| = 1} it is easy to see that b(K) = K and hence Proposition 2.2 provides no infor-

mation in this case.)

Proposition 2.2. Let K be a closed bounded convex subset of a separable dual

Banach space B*. Then b(K) (as defined above) is a boundary for K. That is, for each

x in K there is a measure p,e3?C(K) for which /x~x andp.(b(K))=l.

Proof. Since J=w*(K) (in the weak* topology) is compact convex and metriz-

able, there is a probability measure p e [C(J)\* (defined, therefore, on the weak*

Borel subsets of J) for which p. ~* x and /x(ex w*(K))=l. Since ex w*(K)<=-T2 the

set H={pe [C(J)]* | /¿is a probability measure, p. ~*xand p(T2) = l} is nonempty.

If px and p2 are measures in 77 write px>p2 provided px(g)^p2(g) for each

convex function g e C(J). Because T2 is weak* compact, a standard Zorn's lemma

argument shows that there is a minimal p0 e 77 with respect to >. We will show

that p0 is a probability measure on the Borel subsets of J induced by the norm

topology, and that p,0(b(K)) = 1.

Each norm closed ball of B* is weak* compact (and is hence a weak* Borel set)

and each norm open subset of B* is a countable union of closed balls. It follows

that each norm open set (and hence each norm Borel set) is a weak* Borel set. (The

reverse inclusion is immediate.) Thus, considering J in the norm topology we have

p0 e 3PC(J). In particular, the norm closed set K is /¿0-measurable.

Suppose now that p0(T2\K) > 0. For each point y in T2\K let Uy be a closed ball

centered at y such that Uy n K= 0. Because T2\K (in the norm topology) is a

separable metric space there is a countable subcollection of the Uys covering

T2\K. Since /¿0 is countably additive there is a point y0 e T2\K for which (denoting

Uyo by t/0) p0(U0 nj) = a>0. Let vx e 3PC(J) be defined by

vx(P) = a-Vo(7Jn u0nj)

for each Borel subset P of J. Since UQ r\J is a norm closed and bounded

convex set, Proposition 1.7 guarantees that there is a point yx e U0 O J<^J\K<^T2

such that vx~yx. Now define v2e¿?c(J) by v2(P) = p0(P\U0) + aeVl(P). Evidently

v2~x and v2(T2)=l and each weak* continuous convex function g on U0c^J

satisfies the inequality g(yx) = eyi(g)-=vx(g) [13, p. 25]. It follows from this in-

equality that //-o >- "2- Hence p0=v2.

To complete the proof it suffices to produce a measure v e 77 such that v^p0

and po~>v- Evidently a<l since otherwise /x0~J;i^x, a contradiction. Defining

v3e0>c(J) by f3(P) = (l-a)-1p0(P\{yx}), Proposition 1.9 shows that there is a

point xx e J such that z^Xi and hence x = ay1 + (l —a)xx. Since yx$ K there is a

point Zt^Jj on the segment between x and yx which is not in K (hence is in T2\K)
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and can be written as z=a0_y1 + (l — a0)x1 with a<a0< 1. It is readily checked that

x=aa0"1z + (l — aa^Xi and that the measure v e ¿PC(J) defined by v(P) = aa0~1es(P)

+ (l—aa0~1)v3(P) satisfies the conditions v3(F2) = l and v3~x. From v({yy}) = 0 it

follows that vjípo, and the proof will be completed by showing that /¿0 >- v, that

is, if g is a convex function in C(J) then we must show that v(g)^p0(g). Recall the

earlier expressions for /¿0 and v, then this inequality becomes

aaô1g(z) + (l-aa0-1)v3(g) g ag(jy) + (l -cc)v3(g)

and a further rewriting reduces the problem to showing that

(l-a0)-1g(z)-a0(l-ao)-1g(y1) Ú v3(g).

But we have g(z)Sa0g(yy) + (l —a0)g(xi) since g is convex and hence

(l-^-'g^-^l-^y^yi) ^ g(xy) ^ v3(g)

as was to be shown.

Example 2.3. As mentioned earlier, examples may be constructed of subsets

K of ly which are norm closed bounded and convex but not weak* closed for which

b(K) = ex K. These examples are all subsets of Q, the positive cone of F, and are of

the form {xg Q |/(x)^ 1} n Kx for certain continuous real-valued concave

functions/on Q and norm closed halfspaces Ky. (Of course by ly we mean the

Banach space of absolutely summable sequences of real numbers with |(x4)||

=2i6i l*iI- Then F = c* where c0 is the Banach space of sequences of real numbers

converging to zero, with the supremum norm.) We will need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let {/}i&i be a sequence of continuous real-valued nonnegative

functions on [0, oo) with the property that (/(x¡)) e Q whenever (x) g Q. iExamples

of such sequences are given in Lemma 2.5.) For x = (x¡) g Q define fix) = 2ig i Mxt)-

Then f is continuous on Q.

Proof. Since /is the supremum of the sequence {Jistán fùmi the function/is

lower semicontinuous. Suppose now that/is not upper semicontinuous. Then there

is a sequence {xn}nS1 = {(xil)}nS1 in Q and x = (x¡) g Q for which \\xn — x|| -> 0 and

for some r e R and e > 0 we have/(xn) S r for each n, and/(x) <r—e. First observe

that this supposition implies that for each positive integer M there is a positive

integer N such that

(I) 2 l/i(*?)-/(*i)l > £/2   Provided n £ N.

A contradiction is now obtained by using (I) to construct a point y = (yA e Q

such that ifiiy)) i ly. Choose iVi so that (denoting A^-h 1 by a)

(1) It±afi(Xi)<eß, and 2isa*i<i and ||xn-x|| <\ for n£Nu hence

(2) LèaX?<2_1 for each n^Ny.

Using (I) choose ny^Ny such that 2iëa 1/iW1)-/;(*.)! >eß- It follows that for
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some/C! we have (denoting Nx + kx by b) the inequality 2aS¡st \fi(x?1)—fi(xt)\ >e/2.

Letyx=Q, ...,yNl = 0,ya = xl\ ...,y„ = x^. Thenj/,^0, 2iáts¡, yi<2~1 by (2) and

Ii&iSbfi(yd^IciäisA\fi(xfi)-fi(xi)\-Mxi)]>e/2-eß>e/4: Suppose now that

j>, has been chosen for z'=l, ..., Nx + kx, ..., N2 + k2, ..., Nj + kj so that v( 3:0 for

each /' and (letting b' = Nj+kj) 2isis»'yi<2~1 + 2~2+ ■ ■ ■ +2-y=l-2_J and

2iSiSb/(.yi)>./V4. Choose Ni+x>N,+kj so that (for a" = zV;+1 + l) we have

0') 2«*„-/,(*,) <*/8 and
(2') 2iia»^<2-« + 1)for«^zVi+1.

Then choose kj+x as was kx and (letting b" = Nj+x + kJ+x) choose jv+i> ■.., Jnj+i,

y a-, ..., jv as were v1; ..., yNl, ya, ..., yb. It is immediate that (yt) e Q but that

2iëi/(j;i) = 0o. Thus /is upper semicontinuous and the lemma follows.

Suppose that the functions/ satisfy the further conditions that for each /,/(0) = 0,

that each/ is strictly concave and that {/f HOKsi is a bounded subset of R. It

follows immediately that/is strictly concave and/(0) = 0 so that/_1[l, oo) is a

closed convex subset of Q not containing 0. Observe next that {ff 1(1 )}¡ s x is bounded

away from 0. (Indeed, if this were not the case a subsequence {fñi1(l)}iiX could be

constructed for which 2iëi/n~,10)<0°- We are led to the contradiction /(x) = co

where x = (x¡) e Q is the point with x^/r/O) and x, = 0 whenever /V«( for each

/'.) Let al=f~1(l), and from above it follows that (af1) e /„. The set Kx mentioned

at the beginning of this example is defined to be 7v1 = {(xi)€/1 | 2af1*i='}-

Finally, let K=f~1[l,cc) n Kx. Because {fl~1(l)}iix is bounded, the points

f~1(l)8i e K converge in the weak* topology to 0 so that K is not weak* closed.

(Here S¡ is the sequence with 1 in the ith position and 0 elsewhere.) From the strict

concavity of the/'s and the definition of K it follows that ex7C=/_1(l). If

x = (x¡) € K and/(x)> 1, there is an integer TV such that 2isíSn/(^í)> 1- It is an

elementary matter to check that w*(K) = Kx n Q and hence w*(K)\K=f~1[0, 1).

Thus there is no point (y¡) e (h'*(A')\7v) u ex w*(K) for which 2iSíSn/(>'»)> L so

that x $ b(K). Hence b(K) = ex K. (There are, of course, many possible modifica-

tions in the above construction which yield sets K with similar properties.)

This example is concluded with the construction of one possible collection of

/'s. We wish to thank Mr. J. Deeter for pointing out the elementary proof of this

next lemma.

Lemma 2.5. Let {6i}lèl be a summable sequence of real numbers such that

0 < 9¡ < 1 for each i, and let A¡ = 1 — 9¡. Then the functions f(x) = xA< satisfy the con-

ditions of the construction.

Proof. The only part requiring checking is that 2¡gi xf'<co whenever (x¡) e Q.

Let A = {/' | x¡ = 9t} and B={i | x¡ < 0,}. Now

2 xt = 2 **f *
ieA ieA

^ 2 xidi'et =3 2Xi < °°-
ieA ieA
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(The number 3 arises from the inequality x~x-¿elle<3 for x>0.) Also

2 xt< g 2ö*' <3 2ö' < °°
tefi ¡eB ieB

and putting these inequalities together we obtain the desired result.

In the proof of Proposition 2.2 we showed that a minimal measure on a certain

weak* compact set F2 was in fact supported by K n F2. It is clear that whenever D

is a weak* compact subset of w*(K) such that F>=>ex w*(K), there are always

minimal measures on D representing a given point of K. The difficulty arises in

showing that such a measure is supported by K r\ D. This difficulty was overcome

in Proposition 2.2 by using the fact that for each point y of T2\K there is a convex

(norm) neighborhood of y entirely contained in T2\K, thus utilizing a type of

"local convexity" for T2\K. Moreover, examples may be given to show that without

some sort of "local convexity" for D\K (D a weak* compact set containing

ex w*(K)) it need not be true that minimal measures on D are supported by D n K.

(This eliminates the possibility, then, of adapting the proof of Proposition 2.2 to

prove an integral representation theorem for the sets AT as in the Bessaga-Pelczynski

theorem, with measures supported by vv*(ex K) n K.)

Now relax the condition that a boundary of A be a subset of K, and require only

that it be a subset of some compactification of K Under this more general notion

of boundary we are able to prove the following representation theorem.

Proposition 2.6. Let C be a bounded convex subset of a normed linear space N

and assume that C is the norm closed convex hull of ex C. Let ßC denote the Stone-

Cech compactification of C considered as a subset of N in the weak topology (induced

by N*). Then for each point x of C there is a probability measure p. in [C(ßC)]* such

that p(f')=f(x) for each f in N* (where f is the extension off\c to an element of

C(ßC)) and p(P) = 0 whenever P is a Borel subset ofißC disjoint from (ßC\C) u (weak

closure ex C).

Proof. Let y denote the canonical embedding of N in N**. The set w*(\C) is a

weak* compact convex subset of N** and hence there is a maximal probability

measure py on w*(xC) such that py(f)=fi(x) for each/in N*. Denote by X the

linear subspace of C(ßC) of functions / such that/|c is uniformly continuous (in

the relative uniformity on C induced by the weak uniformity on AO. For/in A'the

function f\c o x'1 defined on \C is then uniformly continuous (in the relative

uniformity on vC induced by the weak* uniformity on A'**). Since f\c ° x~l ¡s

bounded on xC it has a unique extension to a continuous function on w*(xC),

henceforth denoted by *f. Define the linear functional Ly on Zby L1(/)=/¿1(#/).

Then Fx(l) = l and F^O so that [|Z-j. |¡ = 1. Extend Ly to a linear functional F on

CißC) with ||F|| = ||Fx|| = 1 =F(1). Then F corresponds to a probability measure

P g [C(j8C)]*. For/in N* it follows that /¿(/')=F(/')=F1(/') since f\c is weakly

uniformly continuous. But Ly(f) = pyiff) = /¿i(/) =f(x). Hence /¿(/') =/(x) for each

/in Af*.
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It remains to be shown that each Borel subset P of ßC disjoint from

(ßC\C) u (weak closure ex C) has /¿-measure 0. If /¿(F) >0 for some such P, the

regularity of /¿ guarantees the existence of a compact subset M of P such that

/¿(A/)>0. It is evident that Af is a weakly compact subset of C and hence there is a

y0e M such that the intersection with M of each weak neighborhood of y0 has

positive measure. It is possible therefore [8, p. 7] to find a weakly uniformly

continuous bounded nonnegative function/, on C such ihatfi0iy0) = l and/o(z) = 0

whenever z e (weak closure ex C). Hence fió e C(ßC) satisfies the conditions/ó = 0 and

Kiy e ßC \fi¿(y) > i}) ^ p({y e M \fi0(y) > ») > 0.

It follows that pifio) >0.

On the other hand w*(y(ex C)) = w*(ex vC)=>ex w*ixC) by the Milman converse

of the Krein-Milman theorem. The function/ is weakly uniformly continuous on

C so that/ó e X. Since/o ° x~1(x(ex C))={0} we conclude that #/ó is identically 0

on ex w*(xC) and hence on w*(ex w*(xC)). But py is supported by w*(ex w*(xC))

and hence /¿1(#/0') = 0. This yields the contradiction 0 = /¿1(#/0')=F1(/ó) = /¿(/0')>0.

Thus /¿(A/)=0 and hence /¿(F) = 0 as was to be shown.

3. For a compact convex subset G of a les V it is well known [6] that each /¿ in

SPC(G) is the weak* limit of a net of discrete probability measures on G, each of

whose barycenters coincides with that of p. (In the proof of Proposition 1.11 it was

shown that, in fact, a similar result holds for a measure /¿ e 3PC(C) where C is a

closed and bounded separable convex subset of a Fréchet space.) We shall be

concerned here with the more general problem of determining geometric conditions

on C under which a measure p in 3P(C) which weakly represents a point x of C is

the weak* limit of a net of discrete measures (vy)yer in ä?c(C) such that vy~x for

each y in Y. (Note that for any normal topological space D, it is easy to see that

0>(D) = w*ico i{ev | y e D})) and hence each p e SA'D) is the weak* limit of some

net of discrete probability measures on D.)

Our first result says, in effect, that we can under quite general circumstances do

the next best thing to requiring that the resultants of the v/s coincide with that of/¿.

Proposition 3.1. Let C be a normal subset of a les E {with topology 3) and

suppose that C is bounded and convex. Let p e SP'C) and suppose that p~xfor some

x in C. Then there is a net (vy)yer of discrete measures in SPAfC) such that if xy is the

resultant ofvy it follows that

(1) ("y)yer converges weak* to /¿; and

(2) (xy)yer converges (in the 3 topology) to x.

Proof. Let ßC denote the Stone-Cech compactification of C (C in the S topology).

Then /¿ corresponds to a (countably additive) probability measure /¿' in [C(ßC)]*

by the rule p'(f)=p(f\c) for each/in CißC), and hence /¿' lies in the weak* closure

of co i{ey \ y e ßC}). Let (UAÄeA be a downward directed convex neighbor-

hood base of 0 g [CißC)]* in the weak* topology.  For each A in A choose
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/¿A e co ({ey | y e ßC}) such that uÄ e p + UK. Now each pA is of the form

Pk=l,iSt**ai*v, where a¡>0, 2iMnOt"h and {yumtn^ßC. Since {ey \ y e C}

is weak* dense in {ey \ y e ßC} for each /' there is a point x¡e C such that ex¡ e ey. + UK.

Since t/A is convex if we let i<x=2isiSn a^x^ then vh e px+ UK<=p.' + £/A + £/A. But

for each a in A there is a A in A such that UX + UK<^ Ua, and hence the net (va)aeA

converges weak* to //.

Each /in E* is bounded on C, hence let/' denote the extension of/|c to ßC.

It is clear that limA vx(f)=p.'(f')=p(f)=f(x). Letting zKeC denote the barycenter

of vK this shows that (zA)AeA converges in the weak topology on E (induced by E*)

to x. Hence each subnet of (zA)AeA converges weakly to x. Let (Vö)ö<sA be a down-

ward directed ^-neighborhood base of x in E. For each AeA, the net (za)a>A

converges weakly to x and by the Hahn-Banach theorem there is, therefore, a net

(v\.ô)ôe& in co {va | a e A, a >- A} such that the resultant of vA(S is in V6. Let r denote

the cartesian product A x A, and observe that T is a directed set under the ordering

(Ai, Si)>(A, 8) if Xx > A and 8X >- S. It is easy to check that the net (vy)yer satisfies

(1) and (2) of the proposition.

Corollary 3.2. Let C be a normal bounded convex subset of a les E and suppose

that p e 3P(C) weakly represents some point x in C. Then p(h) = h(x)for each bounded

function « in A(C). In particular pxx whenever A(C)<^Cb(C).

Note that if C is a closed and bounded convex subset of a Frechet space,

then A(C)<=Cb(C). Indeed, if h e A(C) is unbounded (say, from above) then

for each « choose a point xne C for which /z(xn)ä«. Let {an}nix be a sequence of

nonnegative real numbers such that 2nsi an = l and 2nsi «an = oo. Because C is

complete the point 2nai anxn = x belongs to C, and «(x) = 2nii anwL\:n) = 2naina7i

= oo, a contradiction.

Proof of Corollary 3.2. Let (vy)ysr be a net of discrete measures in 3PC(C)

converging in the weak* sense to p., such that their respective resultants xy converge

to x. If « e A(C) is bounded (and hence « e Cb(C)) then

p(h) = lim vy(h) = lim h(xy) = h(x).
y y

Corollary 3.3. Let C be a bounded convex subset of a normed linear space E.

If x is an interior point of C and if p. e 8P(C) weakly represents x, then there is a net

(vy)yer of discrete measures in £?C(C) such that

(1) (vy)ysr converges in the weak* sense to p.; and

(2) vy~xfor each y in Y.

Proof. Choose a net (p6)6eA of discrete measures in 3PC(C) converging weak* to p.,

whose resultants form a net (xó)deA converging in norm to x. Since x is an interior

point it may be assumed that the points x6 are all inside some fixed ball centered

at x, and hence 2x—xbeC for each Se A. For each positive integer k, let

(k+ l)x—kx6 be denoted by yi¡k, and let e6<k denote the point mass aty6¡k. For each
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S in A define, inductively, a sequence {/¿¿.Jnsi of measures as follows: Let

t¿o,i=i(f¿o + So,i) and let p-ô.k = (k+l)-1(kpô + Ei.k) if y6.k e C and pô.k = p6,k-y

otherwise. Using the fact that for each k the net ((k+l)x — kx6)6eA converges to

x, it follows that the net (iií|t)(jit)64x» (N the integers) converges in the weak*

sense to /¿. Furthermore, for any heA(C) we have p6.k(h)=k(k+l)~1h(x6)

+ (k +1)- 1h(y6.k)=h'x) if yô.k e C; otherwise p6.k(h)=/¿ójfc_».(A). Since pó¡1(h) = h(x),

clearly pô,k~x for each (8,k)eAxN so that for Y = AxN conditions (1) and (2)

are satisfied.

The next definition and proposition have exact analogies in the compact case.

Definition 3.4. For C a normal convex subset of a les E and fie Cb(C) we

define the upper envelope/of/on C by/(x) = inf {A(x) | A^/on C, A e A(C)} for

each x in C.

Proposition 3.5. For C a normal convex subset of a les and for f in Cb(C), the

function fis concave, bounded, and upper semicontinuous; moreover f^f and f=f iff

is concave. Finally, fix) = sup {/¿(/) | p e 0*(C), p~x}for each x in C.

Proof. The proof follows that in [13, p. 19, and Proposition 3.1, p. 21] using

finitely additive instead of countably additive measures.

Suppose that for some point x in C (C a normal convex subset of a les E) each

P e SP(C) for which /¿~x is the weak* limit of a net (vy)yer of discrete measures in

&C(C) such that vy~x for each y in Y. Then for each function/in Cb(C) it follows

that

(*) f(x) = sup {p(f) I p discrete in ^C(C), p ~ x}.

(Note that Corollary 3.3 shows that each interior point of a bounded convex subset

of a normed linear space is such a point.) Such a description off has several applica-

tions (see for example, Corollary 3.8; see also Proposition 3.11). A second class of

points for which (*) holds for a large collection of functions/in Cb'C) is described

by the next proposition. A definition is needed first and in order to motivate it

observe that, for G a compact convex subset of a les, a point x of G is extreme if and

only if x belongs to the closure of {xy}yer u {yy}yer whenever (xy)ysr and ( vy)yer

are nets in G (with the same directed set Y) such that the net i\xy+\yy)yeV con-

verges to x. This characterization is no longer valid in noncompact sets (see

Example 3.9 below) and it turns out to be helpful to identify those extreme points

for which it is satisfied. This will be done with the aid of the next definition.

Definition 3.6. Let C be a closed and bounded convex subset of a dual Banach

space E*. A point x g ex C is a pinnacle point if whenever (xy)yer and iyy)yer are

nets in C (with the same directed set Y) for which the net i\xy+%yy)yer converges

in the weak topology on E* (induced by E**) to x, it follows that

x g w*({xy}y6r u {yy}yer).

Recall that for a normal topological space D, the set S is the algebra of sets

generated by the closed subsets of D.
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Proposition 3.7. Let E* be the dual of a separable Banach space and suppose

that Ce E * is a closed and bounded convex set. Let x0 e ex C. Then the following are

equivalent:

(1) x0 is a pinnacle point;

(2) if p. e SP(C) satisfies p~x0 then for each set S e zZfor which p(S) > 0 it follows

that x0ew*(S);

(3) f(x0)=f(x0)for each function f defined and weak* continuous on w*(C).

Proof. We will prove (2) => (3) and not (2) => not (1) => not (2) => not (3).

(2) => (3). Suppose that (2) holds and let fe C(w*(C)). Given e > 0 choose

S e £ to be a relative weak* neighborhood of x0 in C for which y e S implies

\f(y)-f(x0)\<e. Then x0 <£ w*(C\S) so that p(C\S)=0. It follows that ¡cfd¡i

= §sfdp and hence |/(x0)—¡cfdp\ ^ Jc |/(x0)—f(y)\ dp = e. Since e>0 was arbi-

trary, clearly/(x0) = Jc/i//x. Thus f(x0) =/(x0) follows now using Proposition 3.5.

not (2) => not (1). First of all a norm closed convex set A in 2 is constructed

such that C\A is convex, p(A) > 0, and x0 $ w*(A). Let D' denote the image in E***

of a subset D of E*. There is a measure p'x on w*(C) corresponding to p., and

because w*(C) is compact, p'x is countably additive. It is shown that

0 < p'x(w*(A')) < 1 and the nets contradicting (1) are obtained by working with the

resultants of the normalized restrictions of the measure p'x to w*(A') and to

w*(C')\w*(A'). The detailed argument follows.

Choose S in S for which p(S) >0 and x0 <£ w*(S). For each point y of w*(S) let

Uy be a weak* closed convex neighborhood of y in E* such that x0 <£ Uy. Since

Se C is a bounded set, w*(S) is weak* compact and hence admits a finite subcover

UVl, ..., UVn. Since Uy¡ n Ce£ and since /¿(,S)>0, one of these sets has positive

measure, say p(Uyi n C)>0. Choose « in E and / and /' in R for which

«(x0) >/>/'> sup h(Uyi). Let

Ax = h-\-ao,I']nc

and

A = «"H-oo, l]nC.

Then x0 <£ w*(t4), A is convex, norm closed and bounded, C\A is convex, and

p(A)^p(Ax)>0.

Denote by x the natural embedding of £* in £***, and let D' = vT) for each subset

7) of £*. We now construct the measure p'x on w*(C). Let p =p ° y_1. Then //.' is a

finitely additive measure on C and since x"1 is an affine (uniform) homeomorphism

between C" in the weak* topology and C in the weak topology, each weak*

continuous bounded function on C is //-integrable. Define p'x on C(w*(C')) by the

rule p-'x(g)=p'(g\c-) for each g in C(w*(C')). Then /x^O and p'x(l)=l; hence /xi

is a (countably additive) probability measure on w*(C).

The next step is to show that 0<p'x(w*(A'))< 1. Since w*(C) is a weak* compact

set and h (used in the definition of A) is weak* continuous, Urysohn's lemma
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guarantees that there is a weak* continuous function g on w*C (0 ¿g^ 1) such that

g=l on A_1(—oo, /'] n w*iC) and g=0 on w*(C) n A_1[/, oo). The function g is

weak* uniformly continuous on w*(C) and hence on C and consequently g\c is a

weakly uniformly continuous function on C. Thus g'=g\c°X~1 is uniformly

continuous on C in the weak* topology and there is a (unique) function g[ in

C(w*(C')) which extends g'. Since {jeC'l g'(j/)^0}c^(' ¡t f0uows that

{yew*(C')\g[(y)*0}<=w*(A')

and hence jw.ic>)gidp'y = jw.iA,)g'ydp'1. Referring to the definition of /¿Í we have

g'idp'y=      g'llc-dp  =      g'dp  =      g\cdp^       gdp = piAy)>0.
JwiC) JC JC JC JAy

It follows that Sw.ljn g'i dp[>0 and thus p'yiw*iA'))>0.

We show next that p'y(w*(A'))< 1. Indeed, if p.'y(w*(A')) = l then since w*(A') is

weak* compact and convex there would be a point of w*(A') which p[ weak*

represents. Now jw.(C.y A* dp'y = jc A* dp = h*(x0) for each A* in £** and hence /¿i

would represent xC^o^^ó- It follows that x'0 e w*(A'). Hence there would be a net

in A' converging in the weak* topology to x'0. This leads to a contradiction since

the corresponding net in A would converge to x0 in the weak topology (which is

impossible since A is weakly closed in C and x0 $ A). Thus letting a = p'y(w*(A'))

it follows that 0<a< 1.

Define measures p!2 and /¿3 on w*(C) by p'2(P)=a~1p'1(P C\ w*(A')) and

p'3(P) = (l-a)-1p'y(P n (w*(C')\w*(A'))) for each weak* Borel set F of F***.

Since p'2 and /¿3 are probability measures on w*(C) there are points F2* and F* in

w*(C) such that /¿'¡~*F* for z' = 2,3. Furthermore, F* g w*F4') since

/¿2(w*L4')) = l, and it is evident that x'0 = aF$ + (l —a)F3*. Define points F2 and F3

in w*(C) as follows: If a^\ let F2 = F2* and F3 = 2xó-F2*. If a<i let F3 = F3* and

F2 = 2xi,-F3*. Evidently [F2, F3]^[F$, F3*]<=h>*(C) and x¿ = i(F2 + F3). Let

(í^a)aga be a downward directed convex neighborhood base at 0 g E*** in the weak*

topology. If aäL choose xÁe A such that x^ g F2 + Ux. Similarly, choose yK e C

such that y'ÁeF3+UK. (If a<\ choose wxe A such that w'K eF$+Uh. Then let

xx = a(l — z7)"1(ma-x0) + x0. Evidently xA g Cand x^ g F2+ (7a. Choose jA g Csuch

that y'K e F3+ Ux.) Thus the net (ixA++jA)AeA converges weakly to x0. Since

x0 i w*(A) clearly x0 ^ w*({x>)heA) even if a < %. It is easy to see that some subnet

(yy)yer of (^a)aea satisfies the condition that its point set does not contain x0 in its

weak* closure. Then the nets (xy)yer and (yy)yer satisfy all but the last part of

Definition 3.6, thus completing this portion of the proof.

not (1) => not (2). Choose nets (xy)ysr and (^y)y6r such that (\xy + \yy)yer

converges weakly to x0 and yet x0 i w*({xy}yer u {vy}yer). By going to subnets if

necessary assume that there is a point Fin w*(C) such that (xy)yer converges weak*

to F(and hence (jy)yer converges weak* to 2x0 —F). Let ßC denote the Stone-Cech

compactification of C (C considered in the norm topology). Again by going to
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subnets if necessary, assume that (xy)yer converges in ßC to v and that (yy)yf¡r

converges in ßC to w.

For each g in Cb(C) denote by g* its extension to a function in C(ßC). Define

linear functionals vx and v2 on Cb(C) by the rules vx(g)=g*(v) and v2(g)=g#(w) for

each g in Cb(C); evidently vt e ¿P(C). Let v=\(vx + v2). For each «* in £** it follows

that

K"*) = \W(h*)+v2(h*)] = i[h*#(v) + h*#(w)]

= i lim [«*(xv)+«*(jy)] = i lim [x;(«*)+j;(//*)]
y y

= i[F(h*) + (2x'0 -£)(«*)] = x0(«*) = «*(x0).

That is, v~x0. Let M=iv*({xy}yer u {jy}yer) and let U be a relative weak* open

subset of w*(C) for which x0 <£ w*(U) and U^M. Choose a weak* continuous

function g* on h>*(C) such that g* = lonM and g*=0 on w*(C)\U(0^g*^l).

Then we have

f      g* dv =  [ g* dv - i f g* i^+i f g* c7v2
June JC JC JC

= ïlim[g*(xy)+g*(yy)] = l.
y

It follows that v(U n C) = 1 and since x0 £ w*(C/) (and thus x0 $w*(Ur\ Q) the

measure v and the set U n C contradict (2).

«o? (2) => not (3). Let iibea measure for which (2) fails. Using Proposition 3.5

it suffices to construct a function/which is weak* continuous on w*(C) such that

//.(/) >/(x0). For the function / choose any weak* continuous strictly convex

function on w*(C). (Such a function exists since w*(C) is a metrizable compact

convex set in the weak* topology.) If S e 2 is a set for which /x(5) > 0 and x0 £ w*(S),

construct, exactly as in the first part of the proof of not (2) => not (1), a set A of the

form «_1(-oo, /] n C (for some « in £) such that x0 $ w*(A) and /x(/l)>0. Since

jtx~x0 it is evident (using Proposition 1.5) that b=p(A) < 1. Define measures Xx and

A2 on C by the conditions Xx(P) = b~ 1p(A n P) and X2(P) = (l-by1p(P n (C\^))

for each P in 2. It is easy to see that Xx and A2 belong to 3?(C). Then there exist x¡

in w*(C) (by Proposition 1.5) such that A4 ~* x¡ and since xx e w*(A) we have

Xx t¿ x0. It follows that x0 = bxx + (1 — è)x2. The measure A¡ corresponds to a measure

A* e [C(w*(C))]* by the rule Xf (g) = Xt(g\c) for g in C(w*(C)). Since A* is a (count-

ably additive) probability measure on w*(C) it is the weak* limit of a net of discrete

measures (vy¡i)yert in ¿?c(w*(C)) such that vyA ~* x( for each y in r¡ and z'=l, 2.

Hence A¡(/) = Xf (/) = limveri vy>)(/) ̂ /(x^ from the convexity and weak* continuity

of / Finally, from the strict convexity of / we conclude that p>(f)=bXx(f)

+ (1 - b)X2(f) ï bf(xx) + (l- b)f(x2) >/(x0).

Corollary 3.8. Let C be a closed and bounded convex subset of the dual E* of a

separable Banach space. Then {x e ex C \ x is a pinnacle point} is a Gö set. In particular

if each point x in ex C is a pinnacle point then ex C is a Gô set.
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Proof. Let/be a bounded weak* continuous strictly convex function on w*(C).

Using Proposition 3.7 it is easy to check that {x g ex C | x is a pinnacle point}

= {x g C |/(x)=/(x)} and since /is upper semicontinuous the conclusion follows.

It is not difficult to construct a closed and bounded convex set K in ly having an

extreme point which is not a pinnacle point, as the following shows.

Example 3.9. Let

A = {8y + 8t | i = 2, 3, ...}   and   B = {-81 + i-18t_1-8i | i = 3, 4, ...}

and let k=n(co (A u B)). The point 0 is in AT since

IliiA+so+K-Si+r^-son = *r»
for z'=3, 4, .... In fact, some calculation shows that Oeex K. Since the sequences

(8i + 8f),63 and ( — S1 + z"~18,_1 — 8¡)ia3 satisfy all but the last part of Definition 3.6,

evidently 0 is not a pinnacle point.

With the benefit of Example 3.9 the following elementary argument shows that

Proposition 3.1 cannot in general be improved. If C is a closed and bounded

separable convex subset of a Fréchet space, then each measure p e 3PC(C) is regular

with respect to compact subsets (see the beginning of the proof of Proposition 1.7).

Using this fact it is possible to prove, exactly as in the compact case (see, for

example, [13, Proposition 1.4, p. 8]) that if x e ex C and p e ^C(C) weakly represents

x then p = ex. In particular, if A" is the set described in Example 3.9, the only measure

in ¿PC(K) weakly representing 0 is e0. Since 0 is not a pinnacle point, there is a /¿

in SP(K) such that /¿~0 and /¿ does not satisfy (2) of Proposition 3.7. Evidently

/¿^e0 and hence p is not the weak* limit of a net of discrete measures in 2AC(K)

each of which represents 0.

Finally, it should be mentioned in connection with Proposition 3.7 that there is a

closed and bounded convex subset K of ly which has a pinnacle (extreme) point x

such that x(x) i ex w*(x(K)). (Here x denotes the natural embedding of ly in If*.)

Thus, although in a convex set C (satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.7) an

extreme point of C whose image under x is an extreme point of w*(xC) must

necessarily be a pinnacle point, these two notions are distinct.

As an application of some of the foregoing ideas we prove a uniqueness result

for a certain collection of simplexes.

Definition 3.10. Let C be a convex subset of a les E. Then C is a simplex if the

cone with vertex 0 over the set Cx{l}<=ExR generates a lattice ordering on the

linear span of Cx {1}.

Proposition 3.11. Let K be a closed and bounded simplex in a separable dual

Banach space B* such that

(*) fix) = sup {/¿(/)) | p a discrete measure in ^C(K), /¿~x}

whenever xe K and fis a convex function in C(w*(K)) (w*(K) in the weak* topology).

Then given x in C there is at most one measure p in 3PC(K) such that /¿~x and

p(exK) = l.
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Proof. Observe first that ex K is a G6 set (Corollary 3.8) so that /x(ex K) = 1 makes

sense. It follows from (*) and the fact that the only measure v e 3PC(K) such that

/x~z e ex K is v = ez that f(y)=f(y) whenever fe C(w*(K)) and v e ex K. Suppose

that p.e3PQ(K) is a measure such that /x~x and p(exK)=l. Let J=w*(K). For

each weak* continuous convex function/in C(J) we have /x(/)=/x(/)> and exactly

as in the compact case [13, p. 67] the fact that K is a simplex implies that/is affine

on K. Hence since / is upper semicontinuous (Proposition 3.5) we conclude that

/x(/) = /x(/)=/(x) (Proposition 1.11). If v e 0>C(K) is also a measure for which

v(ex K)= 1 and v~x then p(f)=f(x) = v(f) for each convex function/in C(J). But

as was observed in the proof of Proposition 2.2, the weak* and norm Borel subsets

of / coincide, and hence p, and v may be considered as elements of [C(J)]*. Since

the linear span of the cone of convex functions in C(J) is a dense subspace of C(J),

and since /x and v agree on this subspace, p = v and this completes the proof.
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